JASE BOUMA – 11 YEAR OLD MISSING IN MISERY
LOST IN HOWARD COUNTY CULTURE OF POLITICAL, LEGALCORRUPTION !
Where money and politics combine to create a veil of secrecy, fueled by power and a desire for
total, destructive control, no citizen, child or adult is immune from the annihilating destructive
consequences.
That which makes the case of Jase Bouma unique is the fact that we have documented evidence of
corruption that runs to the depth and breadth of Maryland government from the former governor,
O'Malley, trickling down to the local bureaucracies of courts and police. O'Malley appointed his wife to
the judiciary. She is alleged to have a reputation as being another incompetent member of a judiciary
already known for ineptitude, payoffs, pandering that is so open to the public that it is impossible for an
astute observer to miss the scripted play acting of court dramas.
Of note is that where a litigant is guilty of an act, has plead guilty, the pomp and circumstance
surrounding a show of due process is excessive. When a litigant is fighting for their rights, those
processes in place to protect and secure litigants due process vaporize before a screen of smoke and
mirrors. Key actors speak in code where agreements made in chambers, behind closed doors of hotels
and restaurants are memorialized for the record with sanctions to prohibit litigation to present evidence
suppressed, to unveil defamation and collusion of court actors.
Articles are now being written about the travesty of crime, murder, poverty and general corruption
which has consumed Maryland allowed to fester during the O'Malley tenure. O'Malley himself has
been the subject of articles published in the public domain (google). It appears that O'Malley had a
mistress, a woman of color who became pregnant and bore twins as
O'Malley was infecting the judiciary and all governmental agencies. O'Malley is alleged to have put out
a “hit” on his former mistress, supposedly arranging for her demise via a hit and run accident. The
mother of O'Malley's twins remains in hiding but a record of the facts of the case remain in the files of
the Uswhistleblower. If O'Malley can cover his tracks with an alleged murder plot, how simple is it
for others with money and connections to O'Malley to arrange for the complete and total sequestering
of a child whom is used as a pawn in the bitter, vengeful divorce of a father who openly states”I own
Howard County” and threatens professionals who seek to defend his son against the abuse
documented - “You have no idea of what I am capable of” - a quote from Jason Bouma “. Jason Bouma
has demonstrated the depths to which he is willing to delve to assert his power, authority, sadism as
documented and published.
O'Malley's grandiosity demonstrated by his control of the press and news media whom have
written glowing accounts of his administration, his planned expectation of a presidential run in 2016,
dashed by the overwhelming election of the first Republican Governor in Maryland history
(…...Hogan).
We will be interested in what Governor Hogan can do not only for the state of Maryland but for
Jase Bouma, caught up in the corruption that now defines Maryland's government!

